1. Tesco Travel Money Price Match (“Price Match”) only applies in store to ‘like for like’ sell transactions
where you are exchanging Pounds Sterling for foreign currency at your chosen Tesco Travel Money
Bureau, and have found a better in-store exchange rate. A ‘like for like’ transaction is one that relates to
the same product and currency and that is of the same value.
2. The advertised exchange rate must be within 3 miles of your chosen bureau and on the same day. Same
day means the opening hours of your chosen Tesco Travel Money Bureau. In the event of dispute, the 3
mile distance will be measured using an appropriate route planning tool acceptable to us both.
3. The Price Match applies to foreign currency in stock on your date of purchase and pre-paid currency
cards.
4. We must be able to verify (by telephone or other means) the exchange rate that you have found
advertised elsewhere, therefore you must provide the following information to benefit from the Price
Match:
•
•
•
•
•

name and address of provider that advertised the better rate
the better rate advertised
the date and time the better rate was advertised (must be same day)
the currency and product required
how much you want to exchange

5. The Price Match is not available in conjunction with any other Tesco Travel Money offer.
6. The Price Match only applies before you have purchased currency at your chosen Tesco Travel Money
Bureau. We will not refund your transaction to offer you a better rate if you try to use the Price Match
after you have purchased your foreign currency from us.
7. The Price Match does not apply to exchange rates that need to be pre-booked, include buy back
offers, advertised online or by phone or that are not guaranteed. The Price Match does not apply to
competitor exchange rates that are only available to staff, club members or other selected groups or
individuals.
8. We reserve the right not to apply the Price Match if we reasonably believe that you are purchasing
foreign currency for wholesale, speculative or investment purposes.
9. We reserve the right to amend or withdraw the Price Match at any time. We will give reasonable notice
of our amendment or withdrawal (as appropriate) of the Price Match.

Tesco Travel Money ordered in store is provided by Travelex Agency Services Limited. Registered No. 04621879. Registered Office: Worldwide
House, Thorpewood, Peterborough, PE3 6SB. The Price Match is promoted and funded by Tesco Personal Finance plc trading as Tesco Bank.
Registered in Scotland no. SC173199. Registered office: Registered office: 2 South Gyle Crescent, Edinburgh EH12 9FQ.

